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ABSTRACT
MgB2 based superconducting electro-technical applications under development require dis-

tributed high cooling power in the 20 K temperature range. For such applications, Absolut System 

the range of 70-100 W at 20 K.
The circulation loop makes use of two Cryomech AL325 mono stage Gifford-MacMahon 

provided with lost LN2
The design optimizations will be reported in this paper, as well as outcomes of manufacturing 

and preliminary performance testing.

INTRODUCTION
Absolut System has developed and produced [1, 2] several remote helium cooling loop systems 

ranging from 30 W @ 50 K to 80 W @ 30 K using helium room temperature compressor packages as 

Potential application is to cool down and operate a MgB2 based superconducting cable system 

-

closed loop implemented by a mono stage GM type cryorefrigerators and a cold pump.
The Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) of the 20 K cryorefrigeration closed loop is 

found in Figure 1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

-

Inlet port, ISO K100 vacuum port mated with a gate valve and three KF40 ports.
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Two Cryomech AL325 type cryo-refrigerator systems providing cooling power at 20 K and 

o 
o Two Cryomech CP1110 helium Compressor Packages connected to the cold heads 

One Cryofan cold pump (144C01) Noordenwind type from Cryozone for a supercritical 

One pneumatic single-acting vacuum gate valve (144PV01) for 20 K cryostat vacuum insu-
lation.
One vacuum gauge (144VT01).
One vacuum safety relief valve (144PSV02).

(144TT01 to 144TT05 & 144TT12) to control the temperature at the cold heads and at the 

Two differential pressure transmitters (144PDT01 and 144PDT02).
One absolute pressure transmitter (144PT01).
One high pressure safety relief valve (144PSV01).

transmitters, angle pattern ball valve type.
-

to reduce the thermal gradient.

Figure 1. Piping and Instrumentation Diagram of the 20 K cryorefrigeration closed loop.
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is illustrated in the Figure 3. The cryofan consists of a high speed motor under helium pressure 
terminated with an elongated stainless steel shaft and a 31 mm impeller. It can operate between 

in Figure 4.
A copper thermal screen is used for the thermal shielding of the 20 K cold parts as shown on 

the copper thermal shield are separately wrapped into 20 layers of MLI.

Figure 2. Artist view of the Cryomech AL325 cold head with integrated cold heat exchanger.

Figure 3. Picture of the Cryozone Noordenwind type cryofan used as the circulator.
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PERFORMANCE TESTS

Performances at cryocooler integration
The cryogenic performances of both AL325 cold heads have been measured with the cold heads 

the stainless steel piping.  The circuitry is kept under vacuum to avoid any thermal loss via helium 
gas. The LN2 shield was cooled during the performance characterization tests. Thermal sensors 

The performance is reported in Figure 6. Measured performance at Absolut System is slightly 
better that the one reported by Cryomech due to the use of a LN2 cold thermal screen at the 20 K 
cryostat.

Figure 4. Picture of the 20 K cryorefrigeration closed loop overall assembly.

Figure 5. CAD view of the copper thermal shield.
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To simulate a future superconducting cable, a test cryostat has been manufactured and con-

implemented to determine the effect on the 20 K refrigeration loop performances and estimate future 

Cold circulator, 

Test cryostat, 

-

Performance tests analysis

  (1)
Where,

 QCHO1 or QCHO2 are respectively the thermal loads on cold heads 1 & 2 (watt).
 m.He 
 h1or h5 

 QCHO1 and QCHO2 are determined from the cold head load curve measurements as reported in 
the Figure 4, using measured cold head temperatures (TT02 and TT04). From the above-calculated 
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Figure 6. Performance characterization of two AL325 cold heads. Helium circuit pumped and LN2 
thermal shield active.
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using the helium density 12
3

  (2)

From the measured differential pressure P2 (Pa) between cold pump inlet and outlet, the pres-
sure head 12  

3) at 

  (3)

versus V .

and thermal loads.

have been correlated with quadratic laws, the usual way to take into account linear pressure drops 
-

is in quite good agreement with the curve based on measurements with air at 20°C and atmospheric 
pressure provided by Cryozone for the cold pump.
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Figure 7.  Measured hydraulic characteristics of cold pump and helium loop for various configura-
tions and rotational speeds.
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pump shaft from room temperature and the actual dynamic work of compression. We used the static 
losses value (6 Watt @ 20 K) given by Cryozone in the technical documentation delivered with the 

 actual dynamic work of compression.

  (5)

The theoretical work of compression can be determined knowing the pressure drops on the 
pump sides ( P2

  (6)

  (7)

The results are also reported in Figure 7. They are logical in terms of relative variation. In 

by Cryozone in the data package delivered with cold pump. Only the performance curves (pressure 

the underestimated static losses.

Pressure drops analysis
From the differential pressure drop transducers ( P1 P2

P3 -

P2 - P1

P3 - P1

in terms of pressure drop (mbar). The values reported correspond to the tests performed with the 

of a superconductor cable.

3

3

margin in cold pump operation and cooling performances for future operation.

helium in the cooling loop.

Thermal performances analysis
The foreseen operation pressure of the helium-cooling loop is 20 bar. We made some tests 

with lower pressure (17.5 bar, 15 bar and 10 bar). Performances are effectively better at 20 bar as 
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superconductor cable burst disc generally set in the range of 25 bar.
To test and qualify the helium cooling loop thermal performances with the 20 bar nominal 

helium loop pressure, we applied progressively different thermal loads (25 W, 50 W, 75 W, 87.5 W 

We report in Table 1 temperature measurements at different points of the helium cooling loop 

With these operation parameters, the temperature at cable inlet (18.4 K to 19.2 K) and outlet 
(20.5 K to 21.4 K) are in good agreement with the requirement to have a cooling loop helium aver-
age temperature of 20 K. 

Figure 8. Relative contributions of cold head heat exchangers, helium flex lines and test cryostat heat 
exchanger to helium loop total pressure drop for different cold pump speeds (for test heat exchanger #2).
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Table 1. Temperatures at different helium loop locations for representative heat loads and cold pump 
rotational speed (measurements performed at 20 bar).

Applied load (W) 
Cold Pump speed (rpm)

100
15.000

100
18.000

87.5
15.000

87.5
18.000

Cooling power at cable estimation 
applied load + test cryostat losses

~ 114 W ~ 113 W ~ 102 W ~ 100.5 W

TT12 Cold Pump inlet /
(~ Cable outlet)

21.41 K 21.29 K 20.64 K 20.54.K

TT01 Cold Head #1 HX inlet 21.76 K 21.66 K 21.07 K 20.99 K
TT02 Cold Head #1 20.04 K 20.18 K 19.45 K 19.50K

TT03 Cold Head #2 HX inlet 20.15 K 20.29 K 19.48 K 19.64 K

TT04 Cold Head #2 18.90 K 18.95 K 18.38 K 18.50 K

TT05 Cold Head #2 HX outlet /
(~ Cable inlet)

18.85 K 19.14 K 18.37 K 18.59 K
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We can determine from the above temperature measurements and associated helium enthalpy 

  (8)

  (9)

  (10)

These thermal loads or losses are reported in the Table 2.

than estimated. 
The calculated test cryostat thermal losses are in the range of 13.1 W to 14.6 W. This cor-

responds to a future cooling power margin for a cable cooling (it is a reasonable value for a test 
cryostat without LN2 cooled thermal shielding).

CONCLUSIONS

by Absolut System. It makes use of two Cryomech AL325 GM coolers connected in series with 

cooling performance of 113 W at 20 K has been demonstrated with 20 bar helium loop pressure 
and 18.000 rpm cryofan rotational speed. 

Table 2. Thermal loads or losses of different helium loop components for representative heat loads 
and cold pump rotational speeds (measurements performed at 20 bar).

Applied load (W) 
Cold Pump speed (rpm)

100
15.000

100
18.000

87.5
15.000

87.5
18.000

Cooling power at cable estimation applied 
load + test cryostat losses (W) ~ 114 ~ 113 ~ 102 ~ 100.5

Mass flow rate (g/s) calculated 8.55 9.98 8.66 9.84

Volume flow rate (m3/h) calculated 0.699 0.806 0.693 0.779

Cold pump heat dissipation (W) [Eq. 4] 17.4 21.4 21.8 25.9

2 x flex lines heat dissipation (W) [Eq. 8] 17.0 15.8 17.0 15.8

Test cryostat losses (W) [Eq. 10] 14.2 13.4 14.6 13.1
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